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The Shell Lake murders is the name of a single mass murder incident committed by Victor Ernest Hoffman
(b. 1946, died May 21, 2004) in Shell Lake, Saskatchewan, Canada, during the early morning of August 15,
1967.Nine people, all members of James Peterson's family, were shot in the head by a man who was later
called "Canada's worst random mass murderer".
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The Sand Creek Massacre (also known as the Chivington Massacre, the Battle of Sand Creek or the
Massacre of Cheyenne Indians) was a massacre of Cheyenne and Arapaho people by the U.S. Army in the
American Indian Wars that occurred on November 29, 1864, when a 675-man force of Colorado U.S.
Volunteer Cavalry under the command of U.S. Army Colonel John Chivington attacked and destroyed a
village ...
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Colfax Riot Easter Sunday, April 12, 1873. The Colfax Massacre 1873 On April 13, 1873, violence erupted in
Colfax, Louisiana. The White League, a paramilitary group intent on securing white rule in Louisiana, clashed
with Louisiana's almost all-black state militia.
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Current issues dealing with the government and political situation in Ethiopia, as well as human rights,
freedom of the press and the future of Ethiopia and its people.
Ethiopian Observer
The Associated Press delivers in-depth coverage on today's Big Story including top stories, international,
politics, lifestyle, business, entertainment, and more.
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Search the world's information, including webpages, images, videos and more. Google has many special
features to help you find exactly what you're looking for.
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The Federal Republic of Nigeria, commonly referred to as Nigeria (/ n aÉª Ëˆ dÊ’ ÉªÉ™r i É™ / ()), is a
federal republic in West Africa, bordering Niger in the north, Chad in the northeast, Cameroon in the
southeast, and Benin in the west. Its coast in the south is located on the Gulf of Guinea in the Atlantic
Ocean.The federation comprises 36 states and 1 Federal Capital Territory, where the ...
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